Xavier's Daily
Challenge yourself!
People have stepped on me but not many.
I never stay full for long . I have a dark side.
Who am I?

Answer - Moon

Spectrum's Corner
Thought of the Day
"The greatest glory in living lies not in
never falling, but in rising every time we
fall."

Word of the Day
Suave
:To be suave is to be smooth, polite, and
a little bit cool. Sophisticated, very
polished in manner and speech

eg. "He is so poised and suave especially
in front of the ladies."

TENNIS
Written and designed by Baisakhi Sahu

[Sports Club]

We know that Tennis is a game played between two players (singles) or two
groups of two players (duplicates). Every player utilizes a hung racquet to
strike an empty elastic ball covered with felt over a net into the rival’s
court. The advanced round of tennis was brought into the world in the
United Kingdom in the late nineteenth century. At that point, it was
classified as “yard tennis”. Tennis before long got mainstream among the
privileged English-talking populace.

DID YOU KNOW?

"Tennis balles" are mentioned by William
Shakespeare in his play Henry V (1599), when a
basket of them is given to King Henry as a
mockery of his youth and playfulness.

Other than the way that the sudden death round was embraced during
the 1970s, the guidelines of tennis have not changed much since the
1890s. A new expansion to proficient tennis has been selecting “moment
replay” innovation combined with a point challenge framework. This
permits a player to challenge the authority call of a point.
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At that point, it started to be played around the planet. Tennis is an
Olympic game and is played at all degrees of society at all ages. The game
can be played by any individual who can hold a racket, remembering
individuals for wheelchairs.

